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Flock Safety – Presentation of License Plate Readers
September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#1

Description:

Jeff Ramsey – Police Chief

Policing is always changing, and the job is becoming more technology dependent. Investigations are depending more and more
on technology to help solve crimes and License Plate Reader (LPR) cameras are a proven tool to help accomplish successful
investigations, deter crime, protect citizens, and make cities safer places to live. Flock Safety provides a sole source solution
that has many benefits other LPR camera systems do not (see attachment). Currently one of our neighboring cities, Silvis, has
implemented these cameras and they have had great results with them, to include helping us with investigations. One of the
great tools Flock Safety LPR's provide is sharing of camera data from other agencies. This means we will have access to other
cities Flock Safety LPR cameras to to help with our investigations. Currently several other cities in Rock Island County are
looking at implementing Flock Safety LPR's. The LPR's are also capable of notifying law enforcement within seconds when a
stolen vehicle, wanted person, or even a missing/endangered person passes by a camera.
Flock Safety owns the equipment and handles all installation or replacement issues. The cost is $2,500 per camera per year,
$2,500 per year for the advanced search package, and a one-time installation cost of $350 on city property and $750 on IDOT
property. I have worked with staff at Flock Safety and have attached a quote for 10 cameras along with the advanced search
package. This would be a 2-year contract with the cost for the first year being $31,800 that includes the one-time installation
cost, and then the second year being $27,500. Also attached is a map of the proposed locations along with several documents
from Flock Safety that explain their product and how it works.

Possible sources of funding: Budget for FY2023/24, ARPA Funds, Drug Asset Forfeiture Funds.
This is for informational purposes and will be brought back at the next COW to seek approval.
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Quote Number: Q-03520
Prepared By: Philip Nanni
Phone: 815-915-6316
Email: phil.nanni@flocksafety.com
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Address Information
Bill To:
915 16th Ave.
East Moline, IL 61244
Billing Company Name:
Billing Contact Name:
Billing Email Address:

Ship To:
915 16th Ave.
East Moline, IL 61244
East Moline PD
Jeff Ramsey
jr3105@eastmoline.co
m

Billing Phone:
Billing Fax:

309-752-1559

____________________________________________________________________________

Terms and Conditions
Contract Start Date:

09/23/2022

Subscription Term:
Billing Frequency:

12
50%/25%/25%

Billing
Method:

Net 30

____________________________________________________________________________

Services
Product

Description

List Price

Sales
Price

Quantity

Total
Price

Falcon

Law enforcement grade infrastructure-free
(solar power + LTE) license plate
recognition camera with Vehicle
Fingerprint ™ technology (proprietary
machine learning software) and real-time
alerts for unlimited users.

$5,000.00

$2,500.00

10.00

$25,000.00

Standard
Implementation Fee

One-time Professional Services
engagement. Includes site &amp; safety
assessment, camera setup &amp; testing,
and shipping &amp; handling in
accordance with the Flock Safety Standard
Implementation Service Brief.

$350.00

$350.00

8.00

$2,800.00

Advanced
Implementation Fee

One-time Professional Services
engagement. Includes site &amp; safety
assessment, camera setup &amp; testing,
and shipping &amp; handling in
accordance with the Flock Safety
Advanced Implementation Service Brief.

$750.00

$750.00

2.00

$1,500.00

Flock Safety
Advanced Search

Advanced Search is an optional upgrade
for Law Enforcement Grade Falcon
cameras. Advanced Search includes
Convoy Analysis, Multi Geo Search, and
Visual Search.

$5,000.00

$2,500.00

10.00

$2,500.00

Total Price:

$31,800.00

Estimated Tax:

$0.00

Recurring Total:

$27,500.00

Special Terms: IDOT Installation is $750 per camera/one time fee. City Installation is $350 per
camera/one time fee.
Prices shown above do not include any taxes that may apply. Any such taxes are the responsibility of
Customer. This is not an invoice – this document is a non-binding proposal for providing informational
purposes only. Pricing is subject to change. This proposal shall be valid until the documented expiration
date.

About Automatic License Plate Readers
(ALPR)
The Problem: Violent Crime Is Not Going Away
Nationwide, cities are experiencing a disturbing rise in homicides and violence. The
FBI’s 2020 Crime Report shows a 30% increase in homicides from 2019 to 2020, the
largest single-year increase recorded.
Over two-thirds of the country's most populous cities saw even more homicides in 2021
Crime in Illinois
Illinois was no exception, tracking record violent crime numbers in 2021. Despite
reporting a nation-leading 0.7% population decline in 2020, the number of violent
crimes in Illinois increased by 4% over the same period. The state's overall violent
crime rate is up nearly 5% year over year.
Selected Headlines
How the Violent Crime Rate in Illinois Compares to Other States, Center Square
Communities Addressing Violent Crime, WAND
Outside Chicago, Suburbs are also Struggling with Surge in Violent Crime, WGN9
One Solution: Technology that Detects Objective Evidence to Clear More Cases
Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR) capture computer-readable images of license
plates and vehicles, allowing officers to compare plate numbers against those of stolen
cars or wanted individuals on a crime database like the NCIC.
ALPR devices assist law enforcement in solving crime in two ways:
Proactive - ALPR devices provide real-time alerts when a vehicle that is stolen or
associated with a known suspect is detected.
Investigative - ALPR cameras help determine whether and which vehicle(s) were at
the scene of a crime.

Is ALPR effective ?
According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, when employed ethically
and objectively, ALPRs are an effective tool for law enforcement, cutting down on the
time required for investigations and acting as a force multiplier. In 2011, a study by the
Police Executive Research Forum concluded that ALPRs used by the Mesa, Ariz., Police
Department resulted in “nearly 3 times as many ‘hits’ for stolen vehicles, and twice as
many vehicle recoveries.”
Flock Safety communities have reported crime reductions of up to 70 percent. In some
areas, that included an over 60 percent reduction in non-residential burglaries, 80
percent reduction in residential burglary, and an over 40 percent reduction in robberies.

ALPR Provides Objective Evidence While Protecting Privacy
ALPR does not include facial recognition capabilities and does not capture personally
identifiable information (PII). While eyewitnesses and individual officers are subject to
inherent human bias, ALPR cameras capture wholly-objective images of vehicles and
license plates, providing a clear and actionable investigative lead.
Firearm violence - SOLVED
After just a few months of using an ALPR system, Rantoul police were able to
arrest multiple suspects connected to a dangerous shooting. Rantoul Man Facing
Charges in Shots Fired Incident
Organized theft: SOLVED
Mokena Police have used ALPR cameras to identify a burglary suspect. The
arrest resulted in the recovery of a large amount of narcotics, currency, multiple
vehicles, a trailer, multiple firearms, silencers, and other weapons parts, and
over $100,000 worth of stolen property. Sleepy Hollow Man Arrested In
Connection to May Burglary in Mokena

About Flock Safety ALPR
Privacy and Ethics Factsheet
How does Flock Safety keep devices and data secure?
Flock Safety holds itself to the highest level of security. We have implemented the
following security policies and features:
Flock Safety data and footage is encrypted throughout its entire lifecycle. All data is
securely stored with AES256 encryption with our cloud provider, Amazon Web
Services.
On-device, data is only stored temporarily for a short time until it is uploaded to the
cloud, at which point it is removed automatically from the local device. This means
the data is secure from when it is on the Flock Safety device to when it is
transferred to the cloud, using a secure connection to Flock Safety servers. While
stored in the cloud, all data (both footage and metadata) is fully encrypted at rest.
Flock Safety defaults to permanently deleting all data after 30 days on a rolling
basis, setting a new standard in the industry.
Who has access to data collected by Flock Safety devices?
Flock Safety’s customers own 100% of their data and determine who has access.
Flock Safety will never share or sell the data, per our privacy policy.
With explicit written permission from the customer, Flock Safety does have the
ability to grant law enforcement access to specific footage for a short period (24
hours, 48 hours, or however long the customer desires) in the event of an
investigation following a crime. Access can only be granted through the approval of
the customer.
Flock Safety has maintenance software in place to measure device performance and
image capture quality. This is used to diagnose issues preemptively and schedule
service calls in the event of a device malfunction or emergency.
How long does Flock Safety keep data?
Flock Safety stores footage for only 30 days on a rolling basis by default, after
which the footage is automatically hard deleted. The only exception to this is if a
democratically-elected governing body or official legislates a different data
retention period.

About Flock Safety ALPR
Privacy and Ethics Factsheet
What is the Safe List and how does a community use it?
The Safe List allows neighborhood or HOA residents to register their license plate
number, so in the event of a crime, customers are able to quickly separate out who
lives in the neighborhood and who doesn’t. If a neighbor’s license plate is on the
Safe List, any footage of their vehicle will be marked as “resident.”
The resident can also opt to have their vehicle removed from all footage in the
interest of privacy.
What features do Flock Safety devices have that enable audits and oversight?
While searching for footage or other evidence on the Flock Safety platform, law
enforcement agencies must enter reason codes to verify the legitimacy of the
search and create an audit trail.
Authorized users go through training to properly use our system and communicate
with their dispatch teams.
Flock Safety customers commit not to use the data collected to work with thirdparty repossession companies, traffic enforcement, revenue collection, unpaid fines,
or towing companies. We do not use facial recognition or capture any personally
identifiable information such as name, phone number, or address, and we do not
work with federal government agencies for immigration enforcement purposes.
Flock Safety’s ALPR Transparency Portal, an optional free feature for all law
enforcement customers, is the first public-facing dashboard for law enforcement
agencies, city leaders, and local government officials to share policies, usage, and
public safety outcomes related to ALPR technology. The ALPR Transparency Portal
helps promote transparency and accountability in the use of policing technology in
order to build community trust while creating a safer, more equitable society.

About Automatic License Plate Readers
(ALPR)
The Problem: Violent Crime Is Not Going Away
Nationwide, cities are experiencing a disturbing rise in homicides and violence. The
FBI’s 2020 Crime Report shows a 30% increase in homicides from 2019 to 2020, the
largest single-year increase recorded.
Over two-thirds of the country's most populous cities saw even more homicides in 2021.
One Solution: Technology that Detects Objective Evidence to Clear More Cases
Automated License Plate Readers (ALPR) capture computer-readable images of license
plates and vehicles, allowing officers to compare plate numbers against those of stolen
cars or wanted individuals on a crime database like the NCIC.
ALPR devices assist law enforcement in solving crime in two ways:
Proactive - ALPR devices provide real-time alerts when a vehicle that is stolen or
associated with a known suspect is detected.
Investigative - ALPR cameras help determine whether and which vehicle(s) were at
the scene of a crime.
Is ALPR effective ?
According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, when employed ethically
and objectively, ALPRs are an effective tool for law enforcement, cutting down on the
time required for investigations and acting as a force multiplier. In 2011, a study by the
Police Executive Research Forum concluded that ALPRs used by the Mesa, Ariz., Police
Department resulted in “nearly 3 times as many ‘hits’ for stolen vehicles, and twice as
many vehicle recoveries.”
Communities with ALPR systems report crime reductions of up to 70 percent. In some
areas, that included a 60 percent reduction in non-residential burglaries, 80 percent
reduction in residential burglary, and a 40 percent reduction in robberies.

ALPR Provides Objective Evidence While Protecting Privacy
ALPR does not include facial recognition capabilities and does not capture personally
identifiable information (PII). While eyewitnesses and individual officers are subject to
inherent human bias, ALPR cameras capture wholly-objective images of vehicles and
license plates, providing a clear and actionable investigative lead.
ALPR Use Cases Include:
AMBER Alerts: License plate readers in metro Atlanta were able to find a vehicle
containing a kidnapped one-year-old, who had been taken from his mother at
random off the street. The child was recovered unharmed. Some ALPR systems
integrate directly with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children’s
AMBER Alert system, sending real-time alerts to officers in seconds. [New
information released about 1-year-old’s kidnapping]
Silver Alerts: Knoxville Police were able to locate a missing elderly man who suffers
from dementia after he drove away in a family vehicle. ALPR technology has helped
solve hundreds of Silver Alerts across the country. [Missing man with dementia
found using Flock camera]
Firearm violence: The Las Vegas Trail, a high-crime area in Fort Worth, TX, saw
violent crime decrease by 22% in 2021 compared with the first nine months of 2019.
Fort Worth Police attributed this drop partially to the license plate reader system
implemented in the neighborhood during the same period of time. [Crime is down
22% in Fort Worth’s Las Vegas Trail. How neighbors and police made it safer]
Organized theft: Grafton, a growing village with a bustling retail district, is dealing
with increased organized retail theft — Two-thirds of all the crimes reported to
Grafton police in 2020 were retail thefts. Grafton Police have implemented a license
plate reader system to identify vehicles that have been involved in thefts or have
been stolen themselves. In one week alone, they recovered three stolen vehicles
with drivers planning to engage in retail theft. [Losses mount as retailers fight theft
rings, accuse online storefronts of doing little to stop resale of stolen goods]

The Breakdown
Flock Safety’s Falcon™ automatic license plate
reader (ALPR) captures 97% of vehicle traffic
and automatically detects vehicle
characteristics (license plate, vehicle make,
color, and vehicle classification).
With an infrastructure-free design, solar power
and cellular internet, the ALPR can go virtually
anywhere. If desired, hard-wired power is
available as well.

Test Factors
1. Record Traffic

2. Annotate Video

Capture all vehicles (100K)
during testing period using
video technology.

Dictate vehicle
characteristics (make,
license plate, color, and
type).

3. Compare Data
Compare data from video to
Flock Safety’s camera
captured results.

ALPR Results
Accuracy

Capture Rate

93% 95% 92% 98%
License plate
characters accuracy

Vehicle color
(daytime) accuracy

Single lane test

Two lane test

98% 97%

Vehicle make
accuracy

Vehicle type
accuracy

About Flock Safety
Frequently Asked Questions
What is ALPR?
Automatic License Plate Readers (ALPR) have long helped law enforcement in solving
crimes. ALPRs capture computer-readable images of license plates, allowing law
enforcement agencies to compare plate numbers against those of stolen cars or cars
driven by people suspected of being involved in criminal activities.
The information by ALPR cameras can help determine whether a vehicle was at the
scene of a crime and to discover vehicles that may be associated with each other. Law
enforcement agencies can choose to share their information with other agencies. The
cameras can also integrate information from national or state crime databases to
provide real-time alerts when a vehicle associated with a known suspect or a stolen
vehicle passes the camera.
According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, when employed ethically
and objectively, ALPRs are an effective force-multiplying tool for law enforcement. A
2011 study by the Police Executive Research Forum concluded that ALPRs used by
Mesa, Ariz., Police resulted in “nearly 3 times as many ‘hits’ for stolen vehicles, and
twice as many vehicle recoveries.”
Flock Safety communities have reported overall crime reductions of over 70 percent
after a period of time utilizing the ALPR system. In some areas, that included an over
60 percent reduction in non-residential burglaries, 80 percent reduction in residential
burglary, and an over 40 percent reduction in robberies.
What is Flock Safety?
Flock Safety is a public safety operating system that helps communities and law
enforcement work together to eliminate crime, protect privacy, and mitigate bias. We
build devices that capture objective evidence and use machine learning to detect and
deliver unbiased investigative leads to law enforcement. Flock Safety communities have
reported crime reductions of up to 70 percent.
Today, there are over 1,500 Flock Safety communities; we partner with 1200+ law
enforcement agencies.

About Flock Safety
Frequently Asked Questions
Who does Flock Safety serve?
Flock Safety serves HOAs, neighborhoods, business owners, law enforcement agencies,
towns, and cities to provide them with the tools they need to increase the effectiveness
of their public safety efforts, target crime efficiently and objectively, and help provide
the information police need to stop crime.
Where is Flock Safety located?
There are now over 1,500 Flock Safety communities across the U.S. We can service
customers almost anywhere across the U.S. with our local teams strategically located in
cities across the country.
Flock Safety is headquartered in Atlanta and has over 300 employees across the U.S.
What is the Flock Safety Falcon?
The Flock Safety Falcon is a solar-powered, motion-activated and infrastructure free
camera that leverages our proprietary Vehicle FingerprintTM technology to identify and
take a snapshot of the critical details of a vehicle that passes by it. The Falcon captures
the make, vehicle type, color, license plate (full, partial, or missing), state of the license
plate, and the unique features of the vehicle, including damage and after-market
alterations. They are connected to the cloud through LTE, like a mobile phone, and
perform 24/7 in any weather.
Flock Safety cameras leverage the FBI’s NCIC federal and state hotlist, which are
updated at least every 24 hours, to send real-time alerts to nearby law enforcement
officers when a wanted or stolen vehicle is detected. Officers can then verify that
information with their dispatch to safely make arrests and recover stolen property.
They can also be used in the event of an Amber or Silver Alert in the same capacity.

About Flock Safety
Frequently Asked Questions
What makes Flock Safety ALPR unique?
While traditional license plate reading (LPR) cameras are an effective crimefighting
option, they are also extremely expensive. The $10,000-$40,000 price tag is unrealistic
for many of Flock Safety’s customers.
As a more affordable option, Flock Safety cameras employ best-in-class LPR and
machine learning technology. Flock cameras have an intentionally short shutter speed,
which allows the camera to start taking pictures in less than a tenth of a second
following vehicle motion sensing, and to capture multiple frames of a car traveling up to
75 MPH. The motion sensing is not triggered by individual passerby or pedestrians.
The Falcon camera's infrared captures highly-accurate, clear images day or night. The
machine learning allows the camera to capture vehicle information beyond the license
plate — valuable evidence like vehicle make, type, color, and unusual characteristics.
In side-by-side tests, Flock Safety technology consistently performs above competitors.
In a study conducted by the LA Sheriff's Department, Flock Safety produced 30% more
accurate reads than the competition.
Additionally, Flock Safety ALPR is infrastructure-free, powered by solar and connected
through LTE. The flat annual fee covers installation, maintenance, data, security, and
customer service.
Lastly, Flock Safety is in the top echelon of the industry for privacy, transparency, and
security. Flock Safety data will never be shared without permission, sold to third
parties, or used for unpaid fines, unauthorized viewing outside of a legitimate crimerelated event, or kept in a library. The footage is fully encrypted and stored in the cloud.
All footage is deleted after 30 days on a rolling basis, unless a democratically-elected
governing body or official legislates a different retention period.

About Flock Safety
Frequently Asked Questions
How does Flock Safety's ALPR help promote transparency and objectivity in policing?
Flock Safety technology is purpose-built to remove human bias from crime-solving. The
ALPR cameras and machine learning technology are engineered to capture vehicle
characteristics, types, and license plates, which are then checked against state and
federal records to ensure accuracy and minimize errors.
Because license plate readers do not collect information on who is driving or riding in
the vehicle, it is not considered Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Our technology
does not capture images of pedestrians or passerby. The ALPR cameras take still
images of cars passing through the lens (not video), and cannot follow or track vehicles
once they leave the camera’s view.
Flock Safety will never record names, phone numbers, or addresses and doesn’t mark
specific locations of where people have been. There is no capability in the system to
mark or annotate locations of passerby.
Finally, Flock Safety is built to enable and encourage transparency, with several
features that create robust audit capability. Both private and law enforcement
customers must enter a reason for each search made through the Flock Safety system.
That search history can be easily displayed for a community or law enforcement
leadership to see what the Flock system has been used for.
Flock Safety has also created the first free, optional ALPR Transparency Portal to serve
as a hub for a police agency’s ALPR usage, data retention, and search policies. Any law
enforcement customer can access the ALPR Transparency Portal.
Flock Safety is committed to building technology, tools, and a team that treat all people
equitably, regardless of race, ethnicity, class, background, and orientation. We believe
that everyone has a right to public safety.

Unlock leads without a suspect vehicle.
Build stronger cases with less.
Advanced Search Package

Upgrade Your Evidence Delivery

Not every investigation starts with a vehicle description or plate number. Upgrade to
the Advanced Search Package* to transform alternative intelligence, like neighborhood
security footage or multiple crime locations, into the key piece of evidence for solving
over 70% of crimes -- a suspect vehicle.
Once a suspect vehicle is located, Advanced Search takes investigations to the next
level by detecting vehicles frequently traveling together -- giving you insight into
accomplices to serial or organized crimes.

Work smarter, not harder.
Expedite case clearance, eliminate crime.

Visual Search

Multi Geo Search

Convoy Analysis

Upload any digital image
(i.e. Ring doorbell footage,
CCTV stills, or mobile
phone pictures) and
transform it into an
investigative lead.

Connect multiple crimes
across different locations
to a common suspect
vehicle to expedite case
clearance and prevent
repeat offenses.

Identify suspect vehicles
frequently traveling
together to identify
accomplices in serial or
organized crimes (i.e. MV
theft & drug trafficking) to
proactively reduce crime.

*Contact for subscription pricing.
www.flocksafety.com

866-901-1781

Sole Source Letter for Flock Safety™ ALPR Cameras and Solution
Flock Safety is the sole manufacturer and developer of the Flock Safety ALPR Camera. Flock
Safety is also the sole provider of the comprehensive monitoring, processing, and machine
vision services which integrate with the Flock Safety ALPR Camera.
The Flock Safety ALPR camera and devices are the only Law Enforcement Grade ALPR
System to offer the following combination of proprietary features:
1. Vehicle Fingerprint Technology™:
○ Patented proprietary machine vision to analyze vehicle license plate, state
recognition, and vehicle attributes such as color, type, make and objects (roof
rack, bumper stickers, etc.) based on image analytics (not car registration data)
○ Machine vision to capture and identify characteristics of vehicles with a paper
license plate and vehicles with the absence of a license plate
○ Ability to ‘Save Search’ based on description of vehicles using our patented
Vehicle Fingerprint Technology without the need for a license plate, and set up
alerts based on vehicle description
○ Only LPR provider with “Visual Search” which can transform digital images from
any source into an investigative lead by finding matching vehicles based on the
vehicle attributes in the uploaded photo
○ Falcon Flex™: an infrastructure-free, location-flexible license plate reader camera
that is easy to self install. Falcon Flex ties seamlessly into the Flock ecosystem
with a small and lightweight camera with the ability to read up to 30,000 license
plates and vehicle attributes on a single battery charge
2. Integrated Cloud-Software & Hardware Platform:
○ Ability to capture two (2+) lanes of traffic simultaneously with a single camera
from a vertical mass
○ Best in class ability to capture and process up to 30,000 vehicles per day with a
single camera powered exclusively by solar power
○ Wireless deployment of solar powered license plate reading cameras with
integrated cellular communication weighing less than 5lbs and able to be
powered solely by a solar panel of 60W or less
○ Web based footage retrieval tool with filtering capabilities such as vehicle color,
vehicle type, vehicle manufacturer, partial or full license plate, state of license
plate, and object detection
○ Utilizes motion capture to start and stop recording without the need for a
reflective plate

1170 Howell Mill Rd. NW · Suite 210, Atlanta, GA 30318

○
○
○
○

Motion detection allows for unique cases such as bicycle capture, ATV,
motorcycle, etc.
On device machine processing to limit LTE bandwidth consumption
Cloud storage of footage
Covert industrial design for minimizing visual pollution

3. Transparency & Ethical Product Design:
○ One-of-a-kind “Transparency Portal” public-facing dashboard that details the
policies in place by the purchaser, as well as automatically updated metrics from
the Flock system
○ Built-in integration with NCMEC to receive AMBER Alerts to find missing children
○ Privacy controls to enable certain vehicles to “opt-out” of being captured
4. Integrated Audio & Gunshot Detection:
○ Natively integrated audio detection capabilities utilizing machine learning to
recognize audio signatures typical of crimes in progress (e.g., gunshots)
5. Live Video Integration:
○ Ability to apply computer vision to third-party cameras using Wing™ LPR,
transforming them to evidence capture devices using the same Vehicle
Fingerprint technology offered on the Flock Safety Falcon™ ALPR cameras
○ Wing™ Livestream integrates live stream traffic cameras, publicly or privately
owned livestream security cameras into one cloud-based situational awareness
dashboard to increase response time in mission-critical incidents
○ Manage various government intelligence including ALPR, livestream cameras,
CAD, automatic vehicle location (AVL) on Flock Safety’s Wing™ Suite
○ Access Wing™ Replay to unlock enhanced situational awareness with 7-day
footage retention, Hot List Live Video Instant Replay, and downloadable MP4
6. Partnerships:
○ Flock Safety is the only LPR provider to officially partner with AXON to be
natively and directly integrated into Evidence.com
○ Flock Safety is the only LPR provider to be fully integrated into a dynamic
network of Axon’s Fleet 3 mobile ALPR cameras for patrol cars and Flock
Safety’s Falcon cameras
○ Access to additional cameras purchased by our HOA and private business
partners, means an ever-increasing amount of cameras and data at no additional
cost

1170 Howell Mill Rd. NW · Suite 210, Atlanta, GA 30318

○

Ability to access additional cameras from Flock customers including Clinton IA,
Camanche IA, Fulton IL, Ottawa IL, Peru IL, Peoria IL, Rockford IL, Putnam
County Sheriff Office, Ladd IL

7. Warranty & Service:
○ Lifetime maintenance and support included in subscription price
○ Flock Safety is the only fully integrated ALPR one-stop solution from production
of the camera to delivery and installation
○ Performance monitoring software to predict potential failures, obstructions, tilts,
and other critical or minor issues

Thank you,
Garrett Langley CEO, Flock Safety
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Squad Car Replacement (2)
September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#2

Description:

Jeff Ramsey – Police Chief

Two new squad cars were budgeted for the FY 2022 budget. I am requesting the replacement of Squad 516 (2014 Marked Police
Interceptor Utility 121,394 miles) and Squad 511 (2014 Unmarked Police Interceptor Utility 109,126 miles). These squads are among
the oldest and have the highest mileage in the fleet. Costs of repairs and maintenance for both of these squads is getting costly and
that trend will likely continue due to their age and mileage.
Bids were received from Kunes Country Ford (East Moline) in the amount of $43,361.00 per squad, Lindquist Ford (Bettendorf) in the
amount of $43,247.00 per squad, and Sexton Ford (Moline) in the amount of $38,961.00 per squad. A bid was also received from
Federal Signal for the up-fitting of each squad with a cost listed at $12,550.25 for the unmarked and $12,075.25 for the marked. A bid
was sought from Racom for up-fitting of each squad, but they declined to provide a quote due to issues of being able to get pricing for
the equipment we use.
My recommendation is to go with the lowest bidder, Sexton Ford, for the purchase of the two new squads (total $77,922.00), and the
bid by Federal Signal for the parts and build costs of the two new squads (total $24,625.50). The final overall total for the purchase of
the two Squads to include parts/build, graphics ($590 for one), and title/plates ($160 each) would be $103,457.50
$85,000.00 was budgeted for the purchase of the two new squads through the Motor Pool-Capital Purchase Fund. With the increase
in cost being unexpectedly significant over the last year there is an overage of $18,457.50. This overage will be paid through the State
Drug Asset Forfeiture Fund. The police department will dispose of squad 516 (2014 Police Interceptor Utility #1FM5K8AR9EGA38509)
and Squad 511 (2014 Police Interceptor Utility #1FM5K8AR5EGA33436) through one of the following methods: “sealed bid, live
auction, trade or sell for scrap”. *See attached documentation.

FINANCIAL
Is this a budgeted item?
Line Item#

Amount Budgeted:
Actual Cost:

Under/(Over):

Yes

X

No

150-4000-28-743.0
$85,000

Title

Motor Pool-Capital Purchase

$103,457.50
($18,457.50)

Funding Sources:

Motor Pool-Capital Purchase
State Drug Asset Forfeiture Fund
Departments

Police Department
Is this item in the CIP? Yes

No

X

CIP Project Number:

Any previous Council actions:
Action

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Date

Recommendation:

Approve purchase of two 2023 Police Interceptor Utility vehicles with additional listed
expenses along with disposal of used Squads 516 and 511.

Required Action:

ORDINANCE

RESOLUTION

Regular Meeting Date for Action

X

NO ACTION REQUIRED

October 3rd, 2022

Additional Comments:

MOTION BY

SECONDED BY

TO

CITY COUNCIL VOTES
VOTES

YES
NO
SENT
ABSTAIN

KEN
PORTER

GARY
ALMBLADE

NANCY
MULCAHEY

JAYNE
O'BRIEN

RHEA
OAKES

MARIA
TAPIA

J.R.
RICO

New Squad Estimate
2023 Police lnterceptor Utility 4-Door
Iir""r c"r"try
MSRP

Dealer lnvoice
Final Bid Price

I

Difference Per

Difference 2 Squad

Difference 4 Squad

54,40o.oo

s8,800.00

s17,600.00

s4,286.88

s8,573.76

st7,t47.52

S0.00

s0.00

s0.00

s0.00

So.oo

s0.00

s0.00
s0.00

s0.00

s0,00
So.oo

s0.00
50.00

50.00
s0.00
s0.00

So.oo

s0.00

50.00

s47,165.00
s4s,750.00

sr:,:er.oo

Lindquist Ford
s47,165.00

MSRP

Dealer lnvoace

Ferto"

Final Bid Price

s43,247 .88

MSRP

547,165.00

Dealer lnvoice

s4spor-881

Final Bid Price

s38,961.00

F"rl l

**All prices do not include

Upfitting

lL

-

Title and M Plate (150.00 + 10.00)

]

F.-Parts and Build cost

Declined to Bid

Federal Signal
511 Parts and Build Cost

s12,ss0.2s
rts and Build Cost
s12,07s.2s
s03 Parts and Build Cost
s12,550.2s
so8l Pa rts and Build Cost
S12,075.25
**Prices above include prices from CDS Quote attachedt*
516

f

Pa

s0.00
50.00

vinyl Graphics
l50urce one

2 Squad Total

Sexton Ford
Federal Signaltotal
Source One

Title and Plates
Total
4 Squad Total

Sexton Ford
Federal Signaltotal
Source one

Title and Plates
Total

s77,922.O0

s24,625.50

llqos#es*
5320.00

9{€<tr+7'5+
s155,844.00
s49,2s1.00

,fl.tto++s6e€€s640.00
s+€&,095-30-

0'7

t 50t.oo

PreviewOrder EolP " K8A - Police lnter Utility

AwD:

Order Summary Time of Preview 09/0712022 l'1156:36

Sales code

Deelershlp Name: Srxton ford Sdles, lrrc.

Beahr

n€p-

Custome.

benjamin wiBgins

Name

ea51

moline

P

INTIR UIII"ITY AWD

s4716s
s0

.11S INCH WHEETBASE
TOTAL BASE VEHICIT

fleet

Vehicle Line

547165

Ixplorer

207'

ModelYear

Priorlty Code A1

MSRP

DESCRTPTTO r.r

KSAO POLICE

Type

tNvolcf, oEscRtP o
545750

KEYTO ALII(E.XEY CODE

8

50 NOISE SUPPREsSION BOND STRAPS

s44482 POLWIRE HARN€SS CONNEC'TOR (IT

:

141203

Order code

EOlP

Priae Level

320

MSRP

U{VOICE

$so

517

$100

se4

S18s

SL74

AGAIE BLACX METAI"I.IC

so

so ,POIICE WIRING KII RIAR

5o

5o

CTOTH BUC(ETs/VINYL R€AN SEATS

so

so .POI.ICE WIRING XIT FRONT

5o

So

EBONY INTfRIOR

s0

so

REAR DN HNOI.

90

So

EQUIPMENT GROUP SOOA

SO

so

PRICE CONCTSSION INDICAIOR

So

5o

.AM/FM

So

so RTMAR(S TRAILCR

so

50

5-2661 fLIX.TUET CAPABILITY

5o

5o

so

So

so

5-1268

9o

58.88

s0

5o

so

$o

S1495

S1495

STEREO

3,3T TI.VCT V6 FFV ENGINE
1O.5PETD AUTO TRANSMISSION

HID PLUNG

WR HNDT

INOPERABL€

AUX CLIMA1E CONTROT

50 sTATt €MrSStONS
COURTTSY I-AMP DISABLE
POLICE ENGINT

IDIT TEATURE

DRIVER SID€ LTD SPOT LAMP

S'2830
So

so ffiONT

51s0 SPECIAI.

S610

5s73

s25

TOCXS INOPR

TICTNSE PTATE ERACI(ET

5160

s0

AItD

FLETT ACCOUNT CREDIT

FUEL CTIARGE

So PRICID DORA
S24 ADVERTISING ASSISSMENT

5260

S244 DESTINATION & DELIVERY

S39s

s371

MSRP
TOTAT BASE AND OPTIONS

0rScouNTs
IUIAI-

onOlRlNG flN: ODr65 ENo USER FIN: QD265

#39 76t
+

Acc. code

lD:10

s45O01 88

'ti6tiNA

NA

54761s

S4soo1.88

Tittc l2 l^ks
DISCOUNTS:

INCTNTiVES

conrract/Reff r23-207P 8id Date r08/24/22state:

lt

5-6041.o0

Cuslomer Name:

customer f mail:

Customer Address

Customer Phone

rNvotcE

.!822-1

Ku

.48 PM

*,7

l[\rS2 scrcen capture

08/@9/22 74:47:4O

VEHICLE ORDER CONFIRMATION

CNGP 5 3O

Dealen:
2023

F41,202
2

Page: 1

EXPLORER 4.DOOR

of

No: OSOO Pniority: L4 Ord FIN: QD265 Order Type: 5B Price Level: 315
PO Number:
Ord Code: 5OOA Cust/FIt Name: EMP0LICE
RETAIL DLR INV
RETAIL DLR INV
K8A 4DR AWD POLTCE $47165 $4575O.O@ s1R DRV LED SPT LMP $395 $377'OO
47.OO
50
598 KEY CODE 1284X
.119" WHEELBASE
94,OO
1,OO
6OR NOISE SUPPRESS
UM AGATE BLACK
185 !74.OO
57V CONNECTOR KIT
9 CLTH BKTS/VNL R
.WIRING KIT-RR
6 EBONY
.WIRING KIT-FRT
5OOA EQUIP GRP
NC
NC
68G RR DR/LK INOP
.Alvl/FM STEREO
FLEX-FUEL
998 3.31 v5 Tr-VCT (2830) (266t.OA)
NC
44U 1OSPD AUTO TRAN NC
TOTAL BASE AND OPTIONS 47615 43601.88
!5A.OO
52P DR LOCK PLUNGER 760
47613 43501.88
NC (485.04) TOTAL
FLEET SPCL ADI
*THIS
I5 NOT AN INVOICE*
77A AUX CLIMATE CTL 6T0 573.O0

0rder

NC
NC
24,90 * MORE ORDER INFO NEXT PAGE *
43D COURTESY DISABL 25
F8=Next
260 244.OO
47A ENGINE IDLE
F3/F72=Veh Ord Menu
F2=Return to 0rder
F1=HeIp
-11;t'bii^'- ^ ::=l9d ^::- :*:::'.Y

425 50 STATE EMISS

^

lMS2 screen capture

A!9122.1:48 PM

08/09/22 74:48:.3,'

VEHICLE ORDER CONFIRMATION

CNGP53A

2023

Order No:
ord Code:

Dealer:

Page: 2

EXPLORER 4.DOOR

RETAIL

RETAIL

DLR INV

,/a
?

1=He 1p
^

r..l

DLR INV

-:

L

..

^))

0---o

43601.88
43501 .88

F2 Re unn
&^ r:!.---.

o

43,70t

3b/.
|^

er

)22

(w
?ue
'60,q

AtL Tn?i
f& frrr€ /0 F7=Prev

F3/F\z=Yeh ord

2

315

FRT LICENSE

TOTAL BASE AND OPTIONS 47515
476T5
TOTAL
XTHIS IS NOT AN INVOICE*

F

of

O8Oo Priorj.ty: L4 ord FIN: QD265 Order Type: 5B Price Level:
P0 Number:
5OOA Cust/FIt Name: EMPOLICE

NC
BKT NC
(922.00)
Sp DLR ACCT ADJ
(7268.00)
sP FLT ACCT CR
8.88
FUEL CHARGE
7,OO
B4A NET INV FLT OPT NC
7495.O4
DEST AND DELIV L495

153

F41202

Menu

:',i,r,tf!'i ()rdcr

0B

t9 - K8A - Police lnter Utility AWDr Order Summary Time of Preview: O8l!9/202211:5373

ir.rl,.rrhrl, Nafie llrdquiit

ZACH JOHNSON

TyPe

empd

Priority Code M1

rr€5cRtPTrON
I

"/\l

l,

i
L:

I'Cr-iCt INTER UTILITY AIVD
r..lr:H

I.:\I

wHrEtBASE

!rlrli SljcxrT\/vtNYt

,

rijrlr' lNll"ltl()R
tti.ii

'r.[ti

RtAR

SEATS

I GItOtJr, 5004

rr.,,j1lt.!lltt\

', i. ,'( I n,) I fV f Ni;lNt
]|' ,t!tn i.u-a'. TnAN-st,4tsstoN
'

)':.''

i

LI I 5P{:1,IAT ADJUSTMENT

.,,r,1r-ltulrlE

.3 STAIT EMISSIONS

II]'ISY

rI-TI
r

IlAi rli.:tl
r

,r,N0

OI'llONs

!

: ,rlr ril'!6

l-lN.

SPOT LAMP I.EO

li:).)ri:,

2023

l.'l12ixr

Order Code

0819

P.ice Level

320

DR. WHELEN

s420

KEYEO ALIKE -KEYCODE B

Sso

NOISE SUPPRESSION BONO STRAPS

s10o

So

POL WIRE HARNESS CONNECIOR KIT

S18s

So

,POLICE WIRING I(IT REAR

So

.POLICE WIRING

5o

REAR DR HNDLAND

So

FIEX.FUEt CAPAsITITY

s-2830

5o

(IT FRONI

SO

LOC$ INOPR

s75
50

SPECIAI. DEALER ACCOUNT

AD'UsTM

so

So

SPECIAL FLEET ACCOUNT CREDIT

SO

So

FUEI, CHARGE

SO

NET TNVOTCE FrEET OPTTON (B4A)

so

PRICEO DORA

so

ADVERIISING ASSESSMENI

so

s2s

tal IN(lrNt lDIt tiAIuR[

.)r

s47155

so

LAN4!' DISABLE

Explorer

:

MSNP

OESCRIPTION

5610

a( JN TROI-

Une

ModelYear

MSRP

s4716s

,..i;,\TT SLACI( METALLIC

vehl(le

Fleet

50

iJ,\SE \TEHICLE

(

Sales Code

Ford, lnc

s260

DESTINATION & DETIVERY

# 43,L41.

3?

s149s

MSRP

EK

s47 55!;
NA
s47 555

END USER FlNr Q0265

@
('r,i.,nr,,i A(ldr,)!i

ZACH JOHNSON
Con nc rc iet

So tes p'ofess ion at

LINDQUIST FORD INC.

3950 tlliddk! Rond

ll.lk,rrlorI, tA ;2722
w\r\!.linclqllistford.com
2a

rhjoh

n

son

(, lindquistford. cotrr

Thls

odet

Ph (563) 449.73 t8
Ccil. (3t9.)62r.9s29
]bx Frce (800) 292.00{,1
Fax. (S{i3) 449.7186

hds not been submtfteo rc

utr o,o. t ,!,,,.

Date:

Wed. AuE.24 2022

To:

EAST MOLINE POTICE DEPARTMENT

ft

915 16TH AVE
EAST MOLINE, IL

FEDEBAL SIGNAL

61244

2646 FederalSi nal Drive

PRODUCT

II

Park, lL 50467

NOTES

I

516

Greg Roberts
QTY

Universi

roB

SALESPERSON

eViP

EMERGENCY VEHICLE
INSTALLATION PROGRAM

PRICE PER UNIT

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

516
286510037 2

VALR44 Dome Serive Kit/Lens

1

HKB,FPIU2OLONG

HOOK kit 2020-2022

s2s.00

s2s.00

1

PF200S17B

s87s.00

s875.00

s

199.00

1

ES100C

Pathfinder 17 button
100Watt Speakers

1

ESB-PIU2ONDB

SPEAKER BRACKET

50.00
so.oo

s199.00

s0.00
s0.00

7

EXPMOD,2

Expansion Module

s3ss.00

s3ss.00

1

OBDCABLE25-2

OBD TRIGGER CABLE

1

EXPHARNO3

Rear harness Tail flash/cut

s9s.00
s99.00
s37s.00
s2s.00
s89.00
s89.00
s7.00
s6s.00

s9s.oo
s99.00
s37s.00
s2s.00
s178.00
s178.00
s7.00
56s.00
s6s.00
s198.00
s178.00
s12.00

2O2O PUSH BAR

1

PBXOT

1

PBX-TC4L-3

2

MPS62 UX-BW

2

MPS62UX.RW

4 LIGHT TOP CHAN
PUSH BAR

CUT OUT

N EL

LIG

HTING

PUSH BAR tIG HTING

3M tape for mounting above Lighting

1

416900-VH

1

4169002-BW

HEADLIGHT

1

4159002 RW

HEADLIGHT tIG HTING

2

572

2

MP562UX-RB

2

MPSM6-SB

II

B

SO

LIG

HTING

s5s.00

dome light/Prisioner area/Cargo area
lnternal Hatch glass mounted
Brackets for above

s99.00
s89.00
S6.oo

CDS SUPPLIED

c-vs 1210-rNUT
C

2

HAVIS 202O MID HEIGHT CONSOLE

ARM 102

HAVIS ARM REST

1

cuP2 1001

HAVIS CUP HOLDER

I

c-HDM-204
c-MD-119
cG-x

HAVIS SIDE MOUNT POLE

7
1

HAVIS SWING ARM
CHARGF GUARD

s0.00
s0.00
50.00
s0.00
so.oo
s0.00

so.oo
so.oo
So.oo

5o.oo
s0.00
so.oo

2

MMU

1

PK1129ITU2OTM

1

QK2120trU20

1

WGI-F28

HAVIS WINDOW GUARDS

s299.00

5789.00
S1,32s.oo
s299.00

1

DKOlOOITU2O

SETINA DOOR COVERS

s2ss.o0

s2ss.00

1

c-5BX-101

HAVIS ELECTRONICS BOX

1

UP.UPMISC

INBOUND FRIEGHT . SETINA/HAVIS

1

UP.UPMISC

CONNECTORS, WIRE, WIRING HARNESS, ETC

5s99.00
s275.00
s32s.00
s67s.00

ss99.00
527s.00
s32s.00

MAGNETIC MIC

1

Setina Cage
SETINA REPI.ACEMENT SEAT

W

PARTITION

Radar Warning

7

s30.00
s789.00
s 1,32s.00

s

S675.00
SUB TOTAL

LABOR
U P-U

PFITLABOR

HR PER VEHICLE

NO, OF VEHILCES

28

1

60.00

HOURLY RATE

S11s.oo

PRODUCT AND LABOR TOTAL

57,s31.00

SUB TOTAL COST
s

3,220.00

s

10,751.00

EASTMOUNE POL

ft

C' D'PARTMENT

915 15TN AVE

t

eViP"

FEDEBAL SIGNAL

€aSTMOUNE, rr61244

NOTES

sArEsPrasoN
503

I

s599 00

1

s375 00

s37s 0o

s0 00
50 00

I
R... ha.n.sr T.n i.sh/c!!

!

TI6HITOPCHANNII CU'I OIJI

?

I

3M

I
I

r.D.fo'6ounr'

.bove L'rhti^!

s35500

s355.00

s95 0o
s99 0o

-

sgs.00

537500
s25 00
s39 00
539 00

5375 o0

s2s.00
sr?3 00
s173 o0

5700
565 oo

s65 0O

s6s 00

so do6.

h:hl/P.,ron.r.r../c.l!o.r..

rfr..h.l8.r.hgl.ssmoum.d
2

MPSM5

SB

NAV

1

9 2O2O M IO N EIGHT CONSOIE

2

s600

s12.00

s000
$000

s0 00
50.00

C

HDM 204

HAVIS 5 DE

MOI]NT POIE

s000
s0o0

c M0.119
2

s0.00

s0 00

1

5r0 00

MMIJ 1

s73900

1
L

oK2120rTU2o

c sBX

si'T NI REPLALTMLNT 5EATw/PART IION

101

HAVIS WINDOW GUAROS

s29900
s255 00

s299 0O

HAVIS EL!cTRON CS 3OX

ss9900

s59900

INSOUNO

EG

s255 00

HT , SFIIN,,/HAVIS

'R RE, WIR NG IiARNESS,
CONNEdOR5, W

1

s1,32s.00

51,325 0O

s215
ETC

OO

s325 o0

5325 00
s675 0o

s3,00600

SUB TOTAL COST

LABOR

28

1

s11s.00

5

PRODUCT AND LABOR TOTAL ,l 5

11,22600

It

tA3T MOl,ll'lE POUCE 0IPAATMfl'IT
915 !5TH AVE
EASI MOLTNE

eVrf*

FEDERAL SIGNAL

[. 612,14

NOTES

511

I

E

511
s699 00

9375 00

s37S.00

1

50 00

I
o30cA3tE25.2

s355.00

5355 O0

s95 00

s9s 00

-

RearharnerrTailflash/cur

s37S
4

L

GHTTOP CHANNEI CUIOUT

2

S2s oo

s39 00

$173 0O

s39 00

s17300

s65 00

s6s 00

3Mr.pe lor mounnryabove lishrns

1

I
2

537s 0o

O0

s25 o0

512

so dohe heht/Pr n6n€.a(a/carco area

599 00

s19300

lnr.mal Hal.h sl.s! mo!nt.d

2

s17300
s12 00

s6 00

1

HAVIS 2O2O MID H€16HTCONSOLE

1

s0.00
s0 0o

I
s0.00

1

HAV]SSIDE MOIJNI POLE
s0 00

1

s0.00

2

STTINA REPLACEMENT SEAT

w/

PART]TION

s1,325 00

s1,325.0O

HAVIS WINDOW GUARDS

s2e9.00

1

c sBx 1ol

HAVrS ELEcInONTCSBOX

INBOI]NO FRIEGHT 5ETINI,/HAVIS
CONNECTORS, WIRE, WIR]NG HARNESS, ETC

1

s25s.00

s25500

sss900
s27so0
s32s00

5599 00

s27s.00
532500
s675 00

SUB TOTAL COST

LABOR

28

7

S

11s.oo

PRODUCT AND LAEOR TOTAL

s

3,22000

s

11,225.00

E

EAST MOTINE POTICE OEPARTMENT
91S 16TH

AV'

EViP

FEDEnAL slGNAL,".J?:Iff#IXHEhi,

EASTMOL NE,IL 61244

loa

NOTES

503

I

s199 00
s25 0o

s25 00

5375.00

s37S 0O
s0 00

ES10oC

s0 00

ESB PIU2ONDB

9355

-

oa0caBtE25 2

e..r h.h.ti rail rl.rn/cur

1

.I TIGHTTOP CHANNET CIJT

OUI

sr55 00

O0

5e3.oo

s9900

s99 00

337500
s25 00

s375 00
s29 00

s3900
3M

572
2

So

llpc fo. nou.tiry .bov. tithlrng

dod. li!hi/Prkio^er a.ea/c:rso.r€a
lnr.m:l H:tch glass mouni.d

s7 00

57.00

s6s.00

s5s 00

s39 00

s173.00
s12 00

--

s0 00

HAVI5 2O2O M IO HEIGHT CONSOIE

so00

50.o0

?

HAVISSID' MOUNT

I

POI'

s0 00

50.00

00
s0 00

s0 00

50

c-MD-119

s0.00
s30 00

2

s73900

)

qK2120TU20

SETINA REPLACEMENTSEAT
HAVrS

PARIIT ON

WrN00W 6UAR0S

INOOTJND FRIEGHT
CONNECTORS, WIRE,

1

W

s1,325 00

s1,325.00
s299 00

s2e900
s2ss 00

5EIINA/IIAVI'

W RING HARNTS5

tTc

s255 00

5599 00

s59900

5275 00

s215@

5325 00

s32s.0o
3675.00

57,srl00
5U8 TOTAL COST

LABOR

28

7

S

11s. oo

PRODUCT AND LAEOR TOTAT

:

s

s

3,724.04

CI'5

CoS Officc Tochnologies

Quotallo (Opsn)

1271 HAMILTON PARKWAY

Dat6

Itasca, lllnois 60143
lJnited Sletes

Aug 28, 2022 08:52 P[,] COT

(P) 630425-4519
(F) 630-305-9876

OFFITE

Modirisd Dato
A'rg 28, 2022 09:06 P[,] CDT

*

fEfHNOLOEIES

Quote
496232 - tev

1ol1

D€scription
Havls 2023 Veh cle Builds

SaleBRsp
Gotllieb. Mark
(P) 630-625-4519
(F) 630-305-9876

Cuatomer Contact
Broderssn. Chad
(P)309-7s1-2300
cb31 00@eastmoline.com

Customer

Bill To

Ship To

City of Easl Moline (26494)
Brodersen. Chad
915 Sixteenth Ave.
East Moline, lL 61244
United Stales
(P) 309-7s2-1s14

City of Easl Moline

Federal Signal

915 16lh Ave.
East Moline, lL 61244
Uniled States

Easl Moline, Police Dept
2 5 Fed€rel Signal Drive
L,niversity Park, lL 6M84
United Stales

Ship Via:

Cuslomer PO:

Besl Way

Undefined

CarlierAccount #:

Speciallnstruction5:

otv
1

Havis - 2O2O-2O22 Fotd lnlerceptor Ulilrty Mid-Heighl Angled Console

c-vs-1210-INUT 4

2

Side l\,4ountArmr€sl

c-ARIi-102

s56.00

$224.00

3

SeltAdjuslinO Oouble Cup Holder

cuP2-1001

$46.00

$184.00

4

Havis - 8.5? Heavy-Duty Telescoping Pole, Side Mounl, Shorl Handle

c-HDM-204

$130.00

$520.00

5

Havis - 11? Slde Oul Locking Swing Arm With Low Prollle Molion Device Adapter

c-Mo-119

4

$236.00

$944.00

6

llavis - ChargeGuard-Select

CG.X

4

$65.00

$260.00

7

Havis - Universal Storage Box For lJtility Vehicles

c-sBx-101

4

S301.00

$469.00

Subtotal:
Tax (.0000%):
Shipping:

Total:

$1.204.00

$1,876.00

$5,212.00
s0.00
$8s.00
t5,297.00

COS OIfice Technologies disclaims any responsibility for producl informalion and products described on this site. Somo product information may b6 confuslng
without additionat sxpl6nation. All product information, including prices, featuras, and availabilily, is subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes & shipping
may be added to the final order. All retums must be accompanied by original invoice and authorized RIIIA number within 30 days of invoice date and are subiect to a
15% restockinq f€€. Due to manufactureros reslrictions, Panasonic items ar€ not eligrbls for relurn. Late fees may apply to payments pasl30 days hom invoico
dale. Please conlacl your sales represenlalive il you have any queslions.

Chad I looked this over and talked to the guys, we still have lots of installs ahead of us, and we can't be

competitive with pricinS at all for any Federal Equipment. so we RAcoM are going to decline to bid this
go around.

to buy the equipment from federaland just have us do the work setting up the cars
and installing the equipment I thin k we could be competitive at that point.
lF you ever decide

Keep us in mind for these upfits in the future things are always changing.

Thanks
Sam

From: Chad Broderse n <C83100@eas tmoline.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 5, 20221:3L PM
To: 5am Flee8e <sam.fleeqe@racom.net>
Subject: quote

ESTIMATE
& MARI(ETING

736-(, I 8 t

Dqte

v9-2022

Nqme

East Moline PD

Sporls lpparel . Custom T.Shirls. Screen Pilnling . Embroidery

.Graphic Design . Ad Specialty Design. Vinyl Graphics

1417 16TH Ave. Moline, lL,6't265

sl graphics@yahoo.com

Letter squad car with East Moline PD logo

3M Reflective vinyl printed and laminated

*Price good
for 60 days*

$590.00 total

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Title

Date:

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Professional Service Agreement – Lead Service Line Replacement Plan
September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#3

Description:

Brianna Huber – Water Plant Director

Federal and State legislation have mandated that all drinking water utilities complete a lead service
line replacement plan for replacing lead and galvanized service lines within their area. This replacement plan
must be completed by April 2024. The City does not have the staff to complete this project internally. Two
proposals were sought for professional services to develop a lead service line replacement plan per
Federal and State legislative requirements. The lead service line replacement plan is a required and
critical component of applying for State Revolving Funds to offset the City's expense to replace said lead
and galvanized service lines. One of the two firms' proposals demonstrated that they have experience and a
clear understanding of the Federal and State requirements for lead service line replacement plans. The
second proposal did not include several major components of the legislative requirements, and
therefore is an invalid proposal. Staff is recommending proceeding with CMT Engineering for the
development of a lead service line replacement plan in the amount of $17,500.

FINANCIAL
Is this a budgeted item?
Line Item#

Amount Budgeted:
Actual Cost:

Under/(Over):

Yes

x

No

200-4022-24-300.2
$10,000

Title

$17,500
($7,500) Reappropriate funds from meter replacement acct.

Funding Sources:

Water Utility System

Departments

Water Utility

Is this item in the CIP? Yes

No

X

CIP Project Number:

Any previous Council actions:
Action

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Date

None

Recommendation:

Staff recommends moving forward with CMT Engineering for professional services to
complete a City lead service line replacement plan.

Required Action:

ORDINANCE

RESOLUTION

Regular Meeting Date for Action

X

NO ACTION REQUIRED

Additional Comments:

MOTION BY

SECONDED BY

TO

CITY COUNCIL VOTES
VOTES

YES
NO
SENT
ABSTAIN

KEN
PORTER

GARY
ALMBLADE

NANCY
MULCAHEY

JAYNE
O'BRIEN

RHEA
OAKES

MARIA
TAPIA

J.R.
RICO

September 14, 2022
Ms. Brianna Hubber, MS
Director of Water Filtration
City of East Moline
901 12th Ave
East Moline, Illinois 61244
RE:

East Moline – Lead Service Line Replacement Plan
Proposal for Engineering Services

Dear Brianna:
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly, Inc. (CMT) is pleased to provide this proposal to provide professional
engineering services to the City of East Moline for the development of a Lead Service Line
Replacement Plan.
Based on the information above and our understanding of the project, we have assembled a
detailed scope and engineering services, see attached Exhibit A. Using our 2022 Hourly Rates
and Direct Costs, we propose to complete these services on a time and expense basis to a not
to exceed amount of $17,500.00.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide engineering services to City of East Moline and
working with you and your staff on this project. Please feel free to reach out with any questions
or if you need any additional detail.
Sincerely,
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly

Scott DeSplinter, PE
Project Manager

EXHIBIT A
City of East Moline, Illinois
Lead Service Line Replacement Plan
SCOPE OF SERVICES
In 1991 the Environmental Protection Agency published a regulation to control lead and copper
in drinking water. This regulation is known as the Lead and Copper Rule (LCR). Since 1991 the
LCR has undergone numerous revisions.
In 2000, EPA published revisions to the LCR to address implementation issues arising from
legal challenges to the 1991 Rule. These revision also streamlined and reduced monitoring and
reporting burden on Water Providers.
In 2004, EPA published minor revisions to the LCR, and began the revision process.
In 2007, EPA revised the LCR to enhance implementation in the areas of monitoring treatment,
customer awareness and lead service line replacement. These short-term revisions also
enhanced public education requirements and ensured drinking water customers receive
meaningful, timely and useful information.
On January 15, 2021 EPA published Final Revisions to the Lead and Copper Rule. These
revisions are intended to better protect children and communities from the risks of lead
exposure by better protecting children at schools and childcare facilities, getting lead out of our
nations drinking water and empowering communities through information.
The Final Lead and Copper Rule was published in the Federal Registry on January 15, 2021.
The rule became effective 60 days after publication (March 16, 2021). The compliance date for
the rule is three (3) years from date of publication in the Federal Registry, therefore making the
compliance date January 15, 2024. However, on March 10, 2021 the USEPA announced two
(2) Federal Register notices. One is a final rule that extends the effective date of the Lead and
Copper Rule by three months to June 17, 2021. The second is a proposed rule, extending the
effective date an additional six (6) months, to December 16, 2021, as well as extending the
compliance date by nine (9) months to September 16, 2024.
The Final Lead and Copper Rule is a suite of actions to address lead contamination in water.
Which include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Identify areas most impacted.
Strengthen Treatment Requirements
Systematically Replace Lead Service Lines
Increase sampling reliability.
Improve risk communications.
Protecting children in schools.

All systems with Lead Service Lines (LSLs) or services of unknown material must create and
submit a goal-based replacement plan to their State within three (3) years of rule publication
(January 15, 2024). As stated above this date may be extended by nine (9) months.
The City of East Moline has requested assistance with development of a Lead Service Line
Replacement Plan. The City has approximately 7,299 service connections. Of these service

EXHIBIT A
City of East Moline, Illinois
Lead Service Line Replacement Plan
SCOPE OF SERVICES
lines 115 have been identified as lead and 5,958 are still of unknown material. The City plans to
contract with 120 Water to complete the update of the service line material inventory.
Assumptions
1. The City believes all services are lead on both the customer owned and city owned
portion, except for those replaced over the years.
2. The City is currently undergoing a corrosion control study (by others) and the results of
that study will be added to the LSLR Plan. The corrosion control study (by others) will
meet the requirements to strengthen the treatment requirements. No additional review of
treatment is included in this planning scope
3. The City will assist CMT in identifying all schools and childcare facilities within the City
service territory.
4. The City will provide CMT with digital (GIS) files on the water distribution system
detailing all service connections.
5. The City will provide CMT with the locations of lead service lines and unknown materials
developed/identified by 120 Water.
Meetings
The City and CMT will meet on two (2) separate occasions:
1. A Kickoff meeting to gather information and to discuss a multitude of topics:
a. City preferred methods for Lead Service Line Replacement.
b. Possible funding strategies.
c. Identification of High-Risk areas.
d. Status of the Corrosion Control Study
e. Status of the 120 Water Investigation
2. Review of Draft Lead Service Line Replacement Plan and discussion on modifications.
Deliverables
CMT will develop a Lead Service Line Replacement Plan for the City that will address the
following components:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

A complete service line inventory (as developed by 120 Water)
Procedures to conduct a Full Lead Service Line Replacement,
Strategies to inform customers before replacement,
Procedures for customers to flush their service line,
Prioritization strategy – target at risk and disadvantaged customers,
Funding strategy/options

EXHIBIT A
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Lead Service Line Replacement Plan
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Items not included in Scope of Work/Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service Line Material Investigation
Corrosion Control Study (Treatment Alternatives)
Field surveys are not included in CMT’s proposal. It is anticipated that the existing record
drawings will be used for the existing conditions.
Permit fees are not included in CMT’s proposal.
Water Rate Study
SRF Loan Application
Construction Plans and Specifications
Bidding Phase Services
Construction Phase Services

This scope of services is based on a “not to exceed” proposal. If any of the above service are
requested by East Moline, or if any effort identified herein is not needed, CMT is willing to adjust
the scope and effort accordingly.

September 6, 2022

Ms. Brianna Huber, MS, MBA
Director of Water Filtration
City of East Moline
901 12th Avenue
East Moline, IL 61244
Re:

Engineering Services Proposal for Development of a Lead Service Line Replacement (LSLR)
Program

Dear Ms. Huber:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our proposal to assist the City of East Moline with its LSLR
project. We welcome the opportunity to showcase our expertise.
This proposal presents our anticipated scope of services and associated compensation for development of
a LSLR program.
Project Understanding
Based on conversations with City personnel, it is our understanding that the City would like to
implement an LSLR program based on a Project Planning Document to be approved by the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA). In development of a plan for the LSLR program, we
understand the City has already initiated a system-wide inventory of lead services, with 10 percent
of the distribution service lines accounted for. City personnel have indicated there are a total of
6,900 service lines in the system and that they are working with a modeling consultant, 120Water,
for a predictive analysis of the number of services that may need to be replaced as part of the
LSLR plan. It is anticipated that about 2,500 services or as many as 40 percent of the overall
service lines may be identified as lead services and tagged for replacement.
Our firm has provided LSLR program development services, including final design and
construction-related services, to a number of municipal clients for replacement of hundreds of
water services. Most recently, we developed a LSLR plan for the City of Stoughton, Wisconsin,
assisting the City with replacement of 700 lead services. We also assisted the Village of Lockport
with more than 100 lead service replacements, Illinois American Water Company with relocation
of 174 services, and the Village of Glencoe with 16 lead service replacements.
Engineering services for development of a LSLR program will require thoughtful and early
planning to address the fact that identified but non-verified services for replacement might be
identified by the 120Water’s predictive modeling. Identifying the services as lead or lead-jointed
usually is the most challenging aspect of the hunt for replacement. Therefore, yearly replacement
should focus on the highest probability areas first, establishing a better understanding and pattern
for moving into the subsequent less certain areas. Also, replacement planning requires closely
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studying existing building plumbing for effective service locations and minimizing interior and
exterior disturbance. It is also highly recommended to coordinate service replacements with other
City infrastructure improvements, to use City-resources efficiently.
This project will require City input and identification of potential lead service locations to drive
the service line replacements using practical and cost-efficient methods of delivery.
We will provide the following services.
•

Attend a Kickoff Meeting. The project will start with a kickoff meeting between our design
team and the City to review project scope, schedule, budget, and communication plan. We
place an emphasis on keeping the City informed of progress and can plan for regular
telephone or virtual meetings and status reports. We will also gather background information
from the City, the most important of which will be the results of the City’s lead service line
location and number identification efforts, and interior water meter inspection data. This
information will steer the remainder of plan development.
Another important issue for discussion at project kickoff will be determining the locations in
the City where the initial stage of water service replacement will take place. As noted, the
City may want to consider focusing on areas where existing lead services have been verified
through field investigation and coordinate work in areas where other infrastructure
improvements are planned. If work can be coordinated with other utility replacements or
pavement improvement projects, the end-product of the water service replacement project will
be much more agreeable to residents and businesses.

•

Review of Preferred New Service Routes. We recommend consideration of the preferred
relocation route of service based on individual building water meter locations. This early
planning will be used to guide the future field data collection and is key when field staff look
for specific issues and documentation. This will also aid in developing an opinion of probable
cost for service replacements.

•

Development of a Project Description and Water System Compliance. We will work with the
City to compile a map showing locations of all lead services within the replacement boundaries
and comment on the current status of compliance of the City’s system as it pertains to state and
federal laws.

•

Prepare Estimated Quantities, Opinion of Probable Cost, and Schedule. We will develop a list
of pay items and associated estimates of each quantity. We will discuss the pay item list with
the City to agree on how the project will be measured for payment. We will also estimate the
duration of construction for each year and develop a schedule with the City’s input.

•

Submit the LSLR Plan to the City for review and comment.

•

Issue a final LSLR Plan.

Anticipated Schedule
With the assumption that we will receive authorization to proceed, in the form of a signed
engineering services agreement, by October 4, 2022, we anticipate completion of the project by
November 7, 2022.
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Compensation
We propose to provide these services on an hourly-rate basis plus expenses for an estimated fee of
$16,200.
This letter is not to be considered an agreement between the City of East Moline and
Strand Associates, Inc.®. Once selected, we will prepare an agreement and submit to the City for review
and signature. Following the execution of this agreement, work on the project will begin.
We look forward to working with the City and further developing our relationship with City staff.
If there are any additional questions, please contact us at 815-744-4200.
Sincerely,
STRAND ASSOCIATES, INC.®

Anand S. Iyer, P.E.

Michael R. Waldron, P.E.

Title

Date:

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

SRF Funding – Lead Service Line Project
September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#4

Description:

Brianna Huber – Water Plant Director

Federal and State legislation have mandated that all drinking water utilities replace lead service lines and
galvanized service lines that have ever been downstream of a lead service line, within their area. Replacement
of said services lines is anticipated to be completed over the next seventeen (17) years as dictated by the IL EPA.
The City does not currently have a source of funding to pay for said service line replacements. It is our
understanding that the City qualifies for 49% forgiveable loans up to $4M/year from the SRF. City staff does not
have experience applying for SRF funds for this type of project, and we do not have the staff to complete this
project internally. Two proposals were sought for professional services to assist City staff to apply for SRF funds
for lead service line replacement. One of the two firms' proposals demonstrated that they have experience and a
clear understanding of the IEPA requirements of a SRF application. The second proposal did not include several
major components of the SRF application requirements. Staff is recommending proceeding with CMT Engineering
for assistance applying for SRF funding for an amount not to exceed $19,000.

FINANCIAL
Is this a budgeted item?
Line Item#

Amount Budgeted:
Actual Cost:

Under/(Over):

Yes

No

200-4022-24-300.0
$0

X
Title

Water distribution - Professional Services

$19,000
($1,000)

Funding Sources:

Water Utility System

Departments

Water Utility

Is this item in the CIP? Yes

No

X

CIP Project Number:

Any previous Council actions:
Action

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Date

None

Recommendation:

Staff recommends moving forward with CMT Engineering for professional services to assist City staff
in applying for SRF for lead service line replacement.

Required Action:

ORDINANCE

RESOLUTION

Regular Meeting Date for Action

NO ACTION REQUIRED

Additional Comments:

MOTION BY

SECONDED BY

TO

CITY COUNCIL VOTES
VOTES

YES
NO
SENT
ABSTAIN

KEN
PORTER

GARY
ALMBLADE

NANCY
MULCAHEY

JAYNE
O'BRIEN

RHEA
OAKES

MARIA
TAPIA

J.R.
RICO

September 2, 2022
Ms. Brianna Hubber, MS
Director of Water Filtration
City of East Moline
901 12th Ave
East Moline, Illinois 61244
RE:

East Moline – Lead Service Line Replacement – IEPA Project Plan
Proposal for Engineering Services

Dear Brianna:
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly, Inc. (CMT) is pleased to provide this proposal to provide professional
engineering services to the City of East Moline for the development of a Project Plan (meeting
SRF Loan Requirements) for the replacement existing lead service line.
The city is working to identify the number of lead service lines that exist within their potable
water system. It is anticipated that the final total will be somewhere between 1,000 and 2,000
lead service lines. This would place the anticipated cost to replace the lines between $6M $12M, which is a substantial cost for a community.
The city has requested CMT’s assistance with developing project plan that meet the SRF
requirements for lead service line replacement. The completion of the project plan will allow the
city to apply for an SRF Loan with the goal of receiving a large portion of principal forgiveness to
improve the affordability of these replacements.
Based on the information above and our understanding of the project, we have assembled a
detailed scope and engineering services, see attached Exhibit A. Using our 2022 Hourly Rates
and Direct Costs, we propose to complete these services on a time and expense basis to a not
to exceed amount of $19,000.00.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide engineering services to City of East Moline and
working with you and your staff on this project. Please feel free to reach out with any questions
or if you need any additional detail.
Sincerely,
Crawford, Murphy & Tilly

Scott DeSplinter, PE
Project Manager

EXHIBIT A
City of East Moline, Illinois
Lead Service Line Replacement Project
Project Plan (SRF)
SCOPE OF SERVICES
East Moline is working to identify the number of lead service lines that exist within their
potable water system. It is anticipated that the final total will be somewhere between
1,000 and 2,000 lead service lines. This would place the anticipated cost to replace the
lines between $6M - $12M. This is a substantial cost for a community.
The city has requested CMT’s assistance with developing a lead service replacement
plan that will also meet the SRF requirements for a project plan. The completion of the
project plan will allow the city to apply for an SRF Loan with the goal of receiving a large
portion of principal forgiveness to improve the affordability of these replacements.
It is assumed that the city will identify the locations of lead service lines and areas of
high probability of lead service lines and the city is not seeking CMT’s assistance with
locating these lines.
The Scope of Services for Planning Engineering Services shall consist of the
following tasks:
1.

Planning Kickoff Meeting– Meet with City staff to develop project requirements,
schedule and obtain record information.

2.

Review Existing/Record Information
a. Existing Service Line Inventory (Developed by 120 Water)
b. Lead Service Line Locations
c. Existing Water Distribution Map
d. Lead and Copper Testing Results

3.

Develop Preliminary Project Plan
a. City’s background (population served, customer base, and project
location)
b. Description of Potable Water System
c. Description of Lead Service Line Replacement Project
• Location of the Lead Service Lines
• Procedure for lead service line replacement
• Prioritization strategy to target at risk and disadvantaged customers
first
• Lead Service Line Replacement Strategy/Funding
d. System’s compliance with all applicable laws and regulations
e. Basis of Design for the selected alternative
f. Inventory of Environmental Impacts
• State Historical Preservation Office
• EcoCAT
• USACE (wetland) & IDNR-OWR (floodplain & floodway)
• Illinois Department of Agriculture
• Indian Tribes
g. Opinion of Probable Construction Costs

EXHIBIT A
City of East Moline, Illinois
Lead Service Line Replacement Project
Project Plan (SRF)
SCOPE OF SERVICES
h. Estimated Loan Amount and Term
i. Schedule for Project Implementation
4.

75% Planning Review Meeting – Meet with the City Staff to discuss the lead
service line replacement strategy, plan and costs.

5.

Debt Service / Water Rates – Assist the City with their review of the impacts of
an estimated loan on the existing water rates. This does not include a complete
Rate Study. CMT will assist the City in determining potential project costs and
their impact to the customer bill.

6.

Quality Assurance / Quality Control – The QA/QC review of the final planning
document

7.

Complete Final Lead Service Line Replacement Project Plan and Submit to
IEPA.

8.

Project Management & Advisement – Advise the city on the request for
funding, review of intended funding list and overall management of the project.

Items not included in Scope of Work/Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field surveys are not included in CMT’s proposal. It is anticipated that the existing
record drawings will be used for the existing conditions.
Permit fees are not included in CMT’s proposal.
Water Rate Study
SRF Loan Application
Construction Plans and Specifications
Bidding Phase Services
Construction Phase Services

This scope of services is based on a “not to exceed” proposal. If any of the above
service are requested by East Moline, or if any effort identified herein is not needed,
CMT is willing to adjust the scope and effort accordingly.

September 6, 2022

Ms. Brianna Huber, MS, MBA
Director of Water Filtration
City of East Moline
901 12th Avenue
East Moline, IL 61244
Re:

Engineering Services Proposal for Development of a Lead Service Line Replacement (LSLR)
Project Planning Document and Submittal for State Revolving Fund (SRF) Loan

Dear Ms. Huber:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit our proposal to assist the City of East Moline with its LSLR
project.
This proposal presents our anticipated scope of services and associated compensation for development of
a Project Planning Document and submittal for SRF Loan Funding for the LSLR program.
Project Understanding
Based on verbal conversations with City personnel, it is our understanding that the City would like
to implement an LSLR program based on a Project Planning Document to be approved by the
Illinois Environmental protection Agency (IEPA). The City would also like to obtain SRF loan
funding from the IEPA to undertake the program and be in compliance with the Lead and Copper
Rule (LCR), which is the driver behind the long-term LSLR program.
The City has already initiated a system-wide inventory with 10 percent of the distribution service
lines accounted for. City personnel have indicated there are a total of 6,900 service lines in the
system and they are working with a modeling consultant, 120Water, for a predictive analysis of the
number of services that may need to be replaced as part of the LSLR plan. It is anticipated that
approximately 2,500 services or as many as 40 percent of the overall service lines will be
identified as lead services and tagged for replacement.
This project entails development of a comprehensive project planning document for submittal to
the IEPA along with the IEPA Loan Applicant Environmental Checklist and Certification Forms.
Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) is a key entity that will be engaged in the
process as the SRF Loan process involves documentation of consultation with IDNR on
compliance with the National Historic Preservation Act, the Illinois Endangered Species Protection
Act, and the Illinois Interagency Wetlands Protection Act. It is also possible that the United States
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the IDNR - Office of Water Resources (OWR) might have
to be engaged if any construction occurs within 250 feet of a river, stream, or body of water.
The loan application will also require a project cost estimate projected by each year the project is
slated to be implemented. Given the City is planning on replacing approximately 100 services each
year, the project could be spread over more than 25 years.
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Finally, the IEPA also requires the Drinking Water Project Planning Submittal Checklist with the
existing user charge and Operation and Maintenance Certification.
Project Approach
We will provide the following services.
Planning Services
• Compile the LSLR program developed under a separate proposal for submittal with the Project
Planning Document.
•

Generate an Overall Boundary Map required as part of the Project Planning Document
identifying the boundaries of the city along with areas served by any intergovernmental
agreements.

•

Outline the City’s Public Water Supply Infrastructure to identify the water supply, storage,
treatment, and distribution network of the City.

•

Identify Environmental Impacts under the jurisdiction of the Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency and the IDNR Endangered and Threatened Species Program (EcoCAT). Floodways
and floodplain impacts, wetland impacts, stream crossings, rare and endangered species
impacts, and air quality impacts will be reviewed and, if applicable, discussed.

•

Develop a Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost for each year of LSLR construction.

•

Identify IEPA Loan Funding and Financial Arrangements. Because the City intends to seek
IEPA loan funding on an annual basis, the Project Planning Document will include discussion
of the estimated interest rate and loan term calculations as determined by the City. Any
financial arrangements outside of the loan will also need to be disclosed and discussed by the
City.

•

Determine Existing Water Rate and Consumption. This data will be required from the City to
illustrate the average revenue generated per residential household for consideration of the loan
terms.

•

Determine a Project Schedule for implementation of the LSLR Program. It is anticipated this
schedule will be developed as a template for each succeeding year of LSLR implementation.

•

Compile Intergovernmental Agreements between the City and other stakeholders, if applicable.

Anticipated Schedule
With the assumption that we will receive authorization to proceed in the form of a signed
engineering services agreement by October 4, 2022, we anticipate completion of the project by
November 7, 2022.
Compensation
We propose to provide these services for Project Planning Document development and SRF Loan
Application assistance on an hourly-rate basis plus expenses for an estimated fee of $17,500.
This letter is not to be considered an agreement between the City and Strand Associates, Inc.®. Once
selected, we will prepare an agreement and submit to the City for review and signature. Following the
execution of this agreement, work on the project will begin.”
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We look forward to working with the City and further developing our relationship with City staff.
If there are any additional questions, please contact us at 815-744-4200.
Sincerely,
STRAND ASSOCIATES, INC.®

Anand S. Iyer, P.E.

Michael R. Waldron, P.E.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Title

2022 Sewer Lining Project - Hoerr

Date:

September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#5

Tim Kammler – Engineering Director

Description:
Per the 2022 CIP, the East Moline Engineering Department has prepared recommendations for a cured-in-place-pipe (CIPP)
sewer lining program for this year. Based on the CIP budget of $250,000 of sewer capital improvement funds, approximately
7,025 LF (1.3 miles) of sewers are recommended for cleaning and/or lining. Recommendations continue to be based upon
prior citywide robotic inspection and recommendations from maintenance services staff.
For some time, East Moline has continued to extend Hoerr Construction's contract and terms with a nominal annual price
increase, so long as the city provides a similarly large lineal footage of pipe for lining. East Moline staff have been pleased
with the customer service and quality work product from Hoerr Construction, who has been performing sewer lining work in
East Moline for more than 10 years. Hoerr has submitted a letter (attached) showing their pricing for 2022; please note that
the price of materials has resulted in a larger price increase than in years past.
Pending approval of the City Council, work quantities and mapping will be provided to the contractor. Staff will obtain the
customary bonds and insurance certs as usual. As with all unit-price construction contracts, the final amount paid will vary
slightly from the budget figure as final cost is dependent upon field measurements and actual work performed during
construction. A letter from Hoerr Construction with breakdown of unit pricing for 2022 and the past five (5) years is attached
for review and reference, as is a map of the proposed 2022 lining areas.

FINANCIAL
Is this a budgeted item?

X

Yes

No

270-4547-259.0

Line Item#
Amount Budgeted:

$250,000

Actual Cost:

< $250,000

Title

Sewer Collection Improvements

Under/(Over):
Funding Sources:

Sewer Capital Improvements
Departments

Engineering

Is this item in the CIP? Yes

X

No

CIP Project Number:

ENGR 13-10

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Any previous Council actions:
Action

Date

Approved 2022 Budget

December 2021

Awarded multi-year sewer lining contract to Hoerr

August 17, 2015 (Resolution 15-54)

Recommendation:

Approve 2022 Sewer Lining Program and additional one-year extension of existing contract
with Hoerr Construction, Inc. (Peoria, IL) with cost of work not to exceed $250,000.

Required Action:

ORDINANCE

RESOLUTION

X

NO ACTION REQUIRED

Regular Meeting Date for Action
Additional Comments:

The pricing East Moline has been able to obtain through contract extension negotiations has
consistently been significantly less than bid-pricing on similar projects in neighboring cities.

MOTION BY

SECONDED BY

TO

CITY COUNCIL VOTES
VOTES

YES
NO
SENT
ABSTAIN
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Hoerr Construction, Inc.
1416 County Road 200 N
P.O. Box 65
Goodfield, IL 61742

Office: (309) 691-6653
Fax: (309) 508-7990

9/15/2022
Mr. Joseph Miller
City of East Moline
1200 13th Ave.
East Moline, IL 61244
Project: CIPP Sewer Lining, 2022
Joseph:
Thank you for the opportunity to work for you again in 2022 performing CIPP sewer lining.
2022 has again brought extenuating supply chain challenges compared to previous years’
pricing. The CIPP materials consisting of felt, resin, and catalyst components of our product
have increased more in the last year than any previous year since we have been in this
business. Additional inputs, such as diesel fuel and crew consumables, have seen dramatic
price increases contributing to the unprecedented inflation that we are all experiencing. The
prices for this year’s work reflect the economic environment we are working it.
The following are the prices that we have used over the past years, including the prices
proposed for this year’s project:
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
8” CIPP
$22.38
$22.94
$23.51
$23.51
$25.79
$31.90
10” CIPP
$26.27
$26.92
$27.59
$27.59
$30.27
$49.50
12” CIPP
$36.77
$37.69
$38.63
$38.63
$42.38
$61.20
18” CIPP
$79.00
$80.98
$80.98
$88.84
Service
$78.80
$80.77
$82.79
$82.79
$91.00
$100.00
Reinstatements
Thank you for providing the detailed maps and project inventory. We have already
conducted a site survey and developed a specific estimate for this project to arrive at the
proposed prices. We welcome the opportunity to work with you and any other local
municipalities that have an interest in lining sewers of similar size and scope.
If you have any questions, please call me at (309) 691-6653.
Sincerely,

Mike Kaisner, Estimator/Project Manager
Hoerr Construction, Inc.

Email: info@hoerr.com

–

http://www.hoerr.com

Title

Date:

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Watermain Replacement Project
September 19th, 2022

Agenda Item

Presented By:

#6

Description:

Tim Kammler - Engineering Director

Prior to construction of the streetscaping improvements forthcoming to the 15th Avenue corridor, the remaining
portion of a deteriorated watermain pipe needs replaced to avoid main breaks under brand new streetscape.
Three blocks of this existing watermain from 9th St - 12th St were replaced in an emergency repair effort in
2020; the remainder of the pipe replacement from 6th St to 9th St is now a priority. Improvements would include
replacement of water main piping, cross-connections, valves, and hydrants. New pipe would be C900 PVC as
opposed to ductile iron. Additionally, per new IEPA mandate, lead service pipes encountered will be replaced
from main to the building structure.
Staff have obtained a proposal from Shive Hattery (attached) to perform the necessary survey, design
engineering, and construction plan preparation for both watermain replacement and lead service pipe
replacements. Once plans and bid documents are completed, the projects and cost estimates will be brought
back to COW for discussion and consideration for bidding.

FINANCIAL
Is this a budgeted item?
Line Item#

Amount Budgeted:
Actual Cost:

Under/(Over):

X

Yes

No

200-4023-24-300.2
$40,000

Title

Water CIP - Professional Services

$27,000
$13,000 under

Funding Sources:

Water CIP

Departments

Engineering

Is this item in the CIP?

Yes

X

No

CIP Project Number:

Any previous Council actions:
Action

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
Date

Recommendation:

Approve consultant contract for engineering services as proposed.

Required Action:

ORDINANCE

RESOLUTION

Regular Meeting Date for Action

X

NO ACTION REQUIRED

Additional Comments:
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
ATTN:
CLIENT:

Tim Kammler
City of East Moline, IL
1200 13th Avenue
East Moline, IL 61244

PROJECT: East Moline 15th Ave Watermain Replacement
PROJECT LOCATION: East Moline, IL
DATE OF AGREEMENT: August 26, 2022

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This project includes replacement of watermain along 15th Avenue from 6th Street to 9th Street along with
other associated work.

SCOPE OF SERVICES
Our services will include topographic and boundary survey, design, and preparation of construction
documents for the utility improvements, and assistance with bidding services.
A. Preliminary Design and Construction Documents
1. Conduct a topographic and boundary survey for the project sites described above.
2. Meet with the City to review the survey and City’s requirements and objectives for the
project
3. Prepare 60% design documents and prepare an engineer’s opinion of
probable construction cost.
4. Meet with the City to review the design documents and the engineer’s opinion of
probable project cost.
5. Prepare the final construction and bidding documents incorporating City
review comments. Construction documents will include the following sheets:
i. Cover Sheet
ii. General notes and reference information
iii. Existing conditions and demolition plan
iv. Watermain plan and profiles
v. Grading plans (as needed)
6. Provide two (2) signed sets and a pdf of the documents to the City for your records.
7. Obtain IEPA watermain permit.
B. Bidding Services
1. Issue the construction plans and bidding documents to the City for posting on their
bidding website.
2. Answer contractors’ questions during the bidding period and issue addenda, if
necessary.
3. Attend the bid opening, if requested, and review the bids received.
4. Prepare and submit a letter stating our recommended course of action.
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ASSUMPTIONS
A. The City will provide front end bidding documents and special provisions to be edited for this
project.
B. No sanitary sewer or storm sewer will be replaced on this project. Some utility structures may
be replaced depending on their condition.
C. All improvements will be constructed within the right of way, no easements will be required.
D. The design will not require Illinois DOT permitting.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Shive-Hattery is not a municipal advisor as defined by the Dodd-Frank Act and as such does not offer
municipal advisory services including advice regarding any municipal financial products or securities.
Any advice or recommendations provided to the client is intended as architectural/engineering services
and should not be interpreted as advice regarding municipal financial products or services. The client
understands they are responsible to retain the services of a registered municipal advisor for any advice
it seeks regarding municipal financial products and securities.
It will be your responsibility to provide the following:
A. Identify a Project Representative with full authority to act on behalf of the Client with respect to
this project. The Client Project Representative shall render decisions in a timely manner in order
to avoid delays of Shive-Hattery’s services.
B. Legal, accounting, and insurance counseling services or other consultants, including
geotechnical, or vendors that may be necessary. The Client shall coordinate these services with
those services provided by Shive-Hattery.
C. Provide to Shive-Hattery any available drawings, survey plats, testing data and reports related
to the project, either hard copy or electronic media. Electronic media is preferred.
D. Unless specifically included in the Scope of Services to be provided by Shive-Hattery, the Client
shall furnish tests, inspections, permits, and reports required by law, regulation or code
including but not limited to hazardous materials, structural, mechanical, chemical, air pollution
and water pollution tests.
E. Provide Shive-Hattery personnel unlimited access to the site as required.
F. Payment of all permitting fees, if applicable.
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SCHEDULE
We are prepared to begin our services upon your authorization. We will consider the receipt of this
proposal executed by you as notice to proceed. We will complete this project based on the following
schedule:

Milestone

Schedule

Perform Topographic & Boundary Survey

4 weeks after receipt of signed Work Authorization

60% Design Plans Submitted to the City

6 weeks after the review meeting with the City

Construction & Bidding Documents to the City

4 weeks after receipt of the City’s Review Comments

Bidding

In accordance with the agreed upon bidding period

COMPENSATION
Description
Scope if Services

Fee Type

Fee

Fixed Fee

$27,000

Estimated
Expenses
Included

Total
$27,000

Fee Types:
•

Fixed Fee - We will provide the Scope of Services for the fee amounts listed above.

Expenses:
•

Included - For Fixed Fee Type, expenses have been included in the Fee amount.

The terms of this proposal are valid for 30 days from the date of this proposal.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The following are additional services you may require for your project. We can provide these services,
but they are not part of this proposal at this time.
1. Attendance at additional meetings.
2. Revisions to the design after the design and/or construction documents have been approved
by the City.
3. Preparation of right of way acquisition and/or easement documents, if necessary.
4. Negotiation of easements and/or right of way acquisition.
5. Construction Services
a. Prepare the construction contract between the City and the awarded Contractor.
b. Schedule and conduct a pre-construction meeting in a City of East Moline facility.
c. Review payment requests, change orders and related documents, recommending
action as requested by the City.
d. Attend construction progress meetings.
e. Provide construction staking.
f. Provide on-site observation and documentation.
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g. Complete a project walk through and punch list development when the contractor
is substantially completed with the construction.
h. Complete a final walk through after the contractor has completed the items on
the punchlist.
i. Preparation of records drawings based upon contractor marked up drawings. Provide
the City with one reproducible copy of record construction drawings.
j. Complete the project closeout documentation.
6. Provide other surveying and/or engineering services that are not listed in the Scope of
Services as requested by the client.

OTHER TERMS
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Copyright © Shive-Hattery April 2022

PARTIES
"S-H" or “Shive-Hattery” shall mean Shive-Hattery, Inc. or Shive-Hattery A/E Services, P.C. or Studio951 a Division of ShiveHattery or EPOCH a Division of Shive-Hattery or Shive-Hattery New Jersey, Inc. or WSM, a Division of Shive-Hattery, Inc. and
"CLIENT" shall mean the person or entity executing this Agreement with "S-H."

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND WAIVER OF CERTAIN DAMAGES
The CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent of the law, to limit the liability of S-H, its officers, directors, shareholders,
employees, agents, subconsultants, affiliated companies, and any of them, to the CLIENT and any person or entity
claiming by or through the CLIENT, for any and all claims, damages, liabilities, losses, costs, and expenses including
reasonable attorneys’ fees, experts’ fees, or any other legal costs , in any way related to the Project or Agreement from
any cause(s) to an amount that shall not exceed the compensation received by S-H under the agreement or fifty
thousand dollars ($50,000), whichever is greater. The parties intend that this limitation of liability apply to any and all
liability or cause of action, claim, theory of recovery, or remedy however alleged or arising, including but not limited to
negligence, errors or omissions, strict liability, breach of contract or warranty, express, implied or equitable indemnity
and all other claims, which except for the limitation of liability above, the CLIENT waives.
CLIENT hereby releases S-H, its officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, subconsultants, affiliated
companies, and any of them, and none shall be liable to the CLIENT for consequential, special, exemplary, punitive,
indirect or incidental losses or damages, including but not limited to loss of use, loss of product, cost of capital, loss of
goodwill, lost revenues or loss of profit, interruption of business, down time costs, loss of data, cost of cover, or
governmental penalties or fines.

INDEMNIFICATION
Subject to the limitation of liability in this Agreement, S-H agrees to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and
hold harmless the CLIENT, its officers, directors, shareholders, employees, contractors, subcontractors and consultants
against all claims, damages, liabilities, losses or costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, experts’ fees, or other legal
costs to the extent caused by S-H’s negligent performance of service under this Agreement and that of its officers,
directors, shareholders, and employees.
The CLIENT agrees to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless S-H, its officers, directors,
shareholders, employees, agents,, subconsultants, and affiliated companies against all damages, liabilities, losses,
costs, and expenses including, reasonable attorneys’ fees, expert’s fees, and any other legal costs to the extent caused
by the acts or omissions of the CLIENT, its employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors, consultants or anyone for
whom the CLIENT is legally liable.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS - INDEMNIFICATION
To the fullest extent permitted by law, CLIENT agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold S-H, its officers, directors,
shareholders, employees, agents, consultants and affiliated companies, and any of them harmless from and against any
and all claims, liabilities, losses, costs, or expenses including reasonable attorney’s fees, experts’ fees and any other
legal costs (including without limitation damages to property, injuries or death to persons, fines, or penalties), arising
out of, or resulting from the discharge, escape, release, or saturation of smoke, vapors, soot, fumes, acids, alkalies, toxic
chemicals, liquids, gases, polychlorinated biphenyl, petroleum contaminants spores, biological toxins, or any other
materials, irritants, contaminants, or pollutants in or into the atmosphere, or on, onto, upon, in, or into the surface or
subsurface of soil, water, or watercourses, objects, or any tangible or intangible matter, whether sudden or not.
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STANDARD OF CARE
Services provided by S-H under this Agreement will be performed in a manner consistent with that degree of care and skill
ordinarily exercised by members of the same profession currently practicing under similar circumstances on projects of similar
size, complexity, and geographic location as that of the Project. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to create, nor shall it be
construed to create, a fiduciary duty owed by either party to the other party.

BETTERMENT
The CLIENT recognizes and expects that certain change orders may be required to be issued as the result in whole or part of
imprecision, incompleteness, omissions, ambiguities, or inconsistencies in S-H’s drawings, specifications, and other design,
bidding or construction documentation furnished by S-H or in other professional services performed or furnished by S-H under this
Agreement (herein after in this Betterment section referred to as S-H Documentation). If a required item or component of the
Project is omitted from S-H’s Documentation, the CLIENT is responsible for paying all costs required to add such item or
component to the extent that such item or component would have been required and included in the original S-H Documentation.
In no event will S-H be responsible for costs or expense that provides betterment or upgrades or enhances the value of the
Project.

RIGHT OF ENTRY
The CLIENT shall provide for entry for the employees, agents and subcontractors of S-H and for all necessary equipment. While
S-H shall take reasonable precautions to minimize any damage to property, it is understood by the CLIENT that in the normal
course of the project some damages may occur, the cost of correction of which is not a part of this Agreement.

PAYMENT
Unless otherwise provided herein, invoices will be prepared in accordance with S-H's standard invoicing practices then in effect
and will be submitted to CLIENT each month and at the completion of the work on the project. Invoices are due and payable upon
receipt by the CLIENT. If the CLIENT does not make payment within thirty (30) days after the date the invoice was mailed to the
CLIENT, then the amount(s) due S-H shall bear interest due from the date of mailing at the lesser interest rate of 1.5% per month
compounded or the maximum interest rate allowed by law. In the event that S-H files or takes any action, or incurs any costs, for
the collection of amounts due it from the client, S-H shall be entitled to recover its entire cost for attorney fees and other collection
expenses related to the collection of amounts due it under this Agreement. Any failure to comply with this term shall be grounds
for a default termination.

TERMINATION
Either party may terminate this Agreement for convenience or for default by providing written notice to the other party. If the
termination is for default, the non-terminating party may cure the default before the effective date of the termination and the
termination for default will not be effective. The termination for convenience and for default, if the default is not cured, shall be
effective seven (7) days after receipt of written notice by the non-terminating party. In the event that this Agreement is terminated
for the convenience of either party or terminated by S-H for the default of the CLIENT, then S-H shall be paid for services
performed to the termination effective date, including reimbursable expenses due, and termination expenses attributable to the
termination. In the event the CLIENT terminates the Agreement for the default of S-H and S-H does not cure the default, then S-H
shall be paid for services performed to the termination notice date, including reimbursable expenses due, but shall not be paid for
services performed after the termination notice date and shall not be paid termination expenses. Termination expenses shall
include expenses reasonably incurred by S-H in connection with the termination of the Agreement or services, including, but not
limited to, closing out Project records, termination of subconsultants and other persons or entities whose services were retained
for the Project, and all other expenses directly resulting from the termination.

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY OTHERS
S-H shall indicate to the CLIENT the information needed for rendering of services hereunder. The CLIENT shall provide to S-H
such information, including electronic media, as is available to the CLIENT and the CLIENT's consultants and contractors, and SH shall be entitled to rely upon the accuracy and completeness thereof. The CLIENT recognizes that it is difficult for S-H to
assure the accuracy, completeness and sufficiency of such client-furnished information, either because it is provided by others or
because of errors or omissions which may have occurred in assembling the information the CLIENT is providing. Accordingly, the
CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless S-H, its officers, directors, shareholders,
employees, agents, subconsultants and affiliated companies, and any of them, from and against any and all claims, liabilities,
losses, costs , expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees, experts’ fees, and any other legal costs) for injury or loss arising
or allegedly arising from errors, omissions or inaccuracies in documents or other information provided by the CLIENT.

UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
Information for location of underground utilities may come from the CLIENT, third parties, and/or research performed by S-H or its
subcontractors. S-H will use the standard of care defined in this Agreement in providing this service. The information that S-H
must rely on from various utilities and other records may be inaccurate or incomplete. Therefore, the CLIENT agrees, to the
fullest extent permitted by law, to indemnify and hold harmless S-H, its officers, directors, shareholders, employees agents,
subconsultants, affiliated companies, and any of them for all claims, losses, costs and damages arising out of the location of
underground utilities provided or any information related to underground utilities by S-H under this Agreement.
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CONTRACTOR MATTERS
CLIENT agrees that S-H shall not be responsible for the acts or omissions of the CLIENT’s contractor, or subcontractors, their
employees, agents, consultants, suppliers or arising from contractor’s or subcontractors’ work, their employees, agents,
consultants, suppliers or other entities that are responsible for performing work that is not in conformance with the construction
Contract Documents, if any, prepared by S-H under this Agreement. S-H shall not have responsibility for means, methods,
techniques, sequences, and progress of construction of the contractor, subcontractors, agents, employees, agents, consultants, or
other entities. In addition, CLIENT agrees that S-H is not responsible for safety at the project site and that safety during
construction is for the CLIENT to address in the contract between the CLIENT and contractor.

SHOP DRAWING REVIEW
If, as part of this Agreement S-H reviews and approves Contractor submittals, such as shop drawings, product data, samples and
other data, as required by S-H, these reviews and approvals shall be only for the limited purpose of checking for conformance with
the design concept and the information expressed in the contract documents. This review shall not include review of the accuracy
or completeness of details, such as quantities, dimensions, weights or gauges, fabrication processes, construction means or
methods, coordination of the work with other trades or construction safety precautions, all of which are the sole responsibility of
the Contractor. S-H's review shall be conducted with reasonable promptness while allowing sufficient time in S-H's judgment to
permit adequate review. Review of a specific item shall not indicate that S-H has reviewed the entire assembly of which the item
is a component. S-H shall not be responsible for any deviations from the contract documents not brought to the attention of S-H in
writing by the Contractor. S-H shall not be required to review partial submissions or those for which submissions of correlated
items have not been received.

OPINIONS OF PROBABLE COST
If, as part of this Agreement S-H is providing opinions of probable construction cost, the CLIENT understands that S-H has no
control over costs or the price of labor, equipment or materials, or over the Contractor's method of pricing, and that S-H's opinions
of probable construction costs are to be made on the basis of S-H's qualifications and experience. S-H makes no warranty,
expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of such opinions as compared to bid or actual costs.

CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION
If, as part of this Agreement S-H is providing construction observation services, S-H shall visit the project at appropriate intervals
during construction to become generally familiar with the progress and quality of the contractors' work and to determine if the work
is proceeding in general accordance with the Contract Documents. Unless otherwise specified in the Agreement, the CLIENT has
not retained S-H to make detailed inspections or to provide exhaustive or continuous project review and observation services. SH does not guarantee the performance of, and shall have no responsibility for, the acts or omissions of any contractor, its
subcontractors, employees, agents, consultants, suppliers or any other entities furnishing materials or performing any work on the
project.
S-H shall advise the CLIENT if S-H observes that the contractor is not performing in general conformance of Contract Documents.
CLIENT shall determine if work of contractor should be stopped to resolve any problems.

OTHER SERVICES
The CLIENT may direct S-H to provide other services including, but not limited to, any additional services identified in S-H's
proposal. If S-H agrees to provide these services, then the schedule shall be reasonably adjusted to allow S-H to provide these
services. Compensation for such services shall be at S-H's Standard Hourly Fee Schedule in effect at the time the work is
performed unless there is a written Amendment to Agreement that contains an alternative compensation provision.

OWNERSHIP & REUSE OF INSTRUMENTS OF SERVICE
All reports, plans, specifications, field data and notes and other documents, including all documents on electronic media, prepared
by S-H as instruments of service shall remain the property of S-H. The CLIENT shall not reuse or make any modifications to the
plans and specifications without the prior written authorization of S-H. The CLIENT agrees, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
to defend, indemnify and hold harmless S-H its officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, subconsultants and affiliated
companies, and any of them from any and all claims, losses, costs or damages of any nature whatsoever arising out of, resulting
from or in any way related to any unauthorized reuse or modifications of the construction documents by the CLIENT or any person
or entity that acquires or obtains the plans and specifications from or through the CLIENT without the written authorization of S-H.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
If a dispute arises between S-H and CLIENT, the executives of the parties having authority to resolve the dispute shall meet within
thirty (30) days of the notification of the dispute to resolve the dispute. If the dispute is not resolved within such thirty (30) day time
period, CLIENT and S-H agree to submit to non-binding mediation prior to commencement of any litigation and that non-binding
mediation is a precondition to any litigation. Any costs incurred directly for a mediator, shall be shared equally between the parties
involved in the mediation.
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EXCUSABLE EVENTS
S-H shall not be responsible or liable to CLIENT or CLIENT’s contractors, consultants, or other agents for any of the following
events or circumstances, or the resulting delay in S-H’s services, additional costs and expenses in S-H’s performance of its
services, or other effects in S-H’s services, stemming in whole or part from such events and circumstances (collectively,
“Excusable Events” or, singularly, an “Excusable Event”): a change in law, building code or applicable standards; actions or
inactions by a governmental authority; the presence or encounter of hazardous or toxic materials on the Project; war (declared or
undeclared) or other armed conflict; terrorism; sabotage; vandalism; riot or other civil disturbance; blockade or embargos;
explosion; abnormal weather; unanticipated or unknown site conditions; epidemic or pandemic (including but not limited to
COVID-19), delays or other effects arising from government-mandated or government-recommended quarantines, closure of
business, access, or travel; strike or labor dispute, lockout, work slowdown or stoppage; accident; act of God; failure of any
governmental or other regulatory authority to act in a timely manner; acts or omissions by CLIENT or by any CLIENT’s
contractors, consultants or agents of any level on the project (including, without limitation, failure of the CLIENT to furnish timely
information or approve or disapprove of S-H's services or work product promptly, delays in the work caused by CLIENT, CLIENT’s
suspension, breach or default of this Agreement, or delays caused by faulty performance by the CLIENT or by CLIENT’s
contractors, consultants, or agents of any level); or any delays or events outside the reasonable control of S-H. When an
Excusable Event occurs, the CLIENT agrees S-H is not responsible for any actual or claimed damages incurred by CLIENT or
CLIENT’s contractors, consultants, or agents, S-H shall not be deemed to be in default of this Agreement, and S-H shall be
entitled to a change order to equitably increase and extend S-H’s time for performance of its services, as well as equitably
increase the contract sum to compensate S-H for its increased labor, expenses, and other costs to perform its services, due to the
Excusable Event.

ASSIGNMENT
Neither party to this Agreement shall transfer, sublet or assign any rights under or interest in this Agreement (including but not
limited to monies that are due or monies that may be due) without the prior written consent of the other party.

SEVERABILITY, SURVIVAL AND WAIVER
Any provision of this Agreement later held to be unenforceable for any reason shall be deemed void, and all remaining provisions
shall continue in full force and effect. All obligations arising prior to the termination of this Agreement and all provisions of this
Agreement allocating responsibility or liability between the CLIENT and S-H shall survive the completion of the services hereunder
and the termination of this Agreement. The failure of a party to insist upon strict compliance of any term hereof shall not constitute
a waiver by that party of its rights to insist upon strict compliance at a subsequent date.

GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be governed pursuant to the laws in the state of the locale of the S-H office address written in this
Agreement.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
It is the policy of S-H to provide equal employment opportunities for all. S-H enforces the following acts and amendments as
presented by Federal government or State governments: Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1965, Age Discrimination in
Employment ACT (ADEA), Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), Iowa Civil Rights Act of 1965, and Illinois Human Rights Act [
775ILCS 5]. S-H will not discriminate against any employee or applicant because of race, creed, color, religion, sex, national
origin, gender identity, sexual orientation, marital status, ancestry, veteran status, or physical or mental handicap, unless related
to performance of the job with or without accommodation.

COMPLETE AGREEMENT
This Agreement constitutes the entire and integrated agreement between the CLIENT and S-H and supersedes all prior
negotiations, representations and agreements, whether oral or written. In the event the CLIENT issues a Purchase Order of which
this Agreement becomes a part, or the CLIENT and S-H otherwise execute or enter into a contract into which this Agreement is
incorporated, the parties expressly agree that, to the extent the terms of this Agreement conflict with or are otherwise inconsistent
with such Purchase Order, or any other contract, this Agreement shall supersede and override the terms of the aforementioned
documents, and this Agreement shall solely govern in those regards.

ACCEPTANCE
Wet signatures, digital signatures, electronic signatures or acceptance communicated by mail or e-mail from one party to another,
are deemed acceptable for binding the parties to the Agreement. The CLIENT representative accepting this Agreement warrants
that he or she is authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf of the CLIENT.
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AGREEMENT
This proposal shall become the Agreement for Services when accepted by both parties. Wet signatures,
digital signatures, electronic signatures or acceptance communicated by mail or e-mail from one party to
another, are deemed acceptable for binding the parties to the Agreement. The Client representative
signing this Agreement warrants that he or she is authorized to enter into this Agreement on behalf of
the Client.
Thank you for considering this proposal. We look forward to working with you. If you have any questions
concerning this proposal, please contact us.
Sincerely,
SHIVE-HATTERY, INC.

Cassandra Steiger, Project Manager
csteiger@shive-hattery.com

Zach Howell, Civil Engineer, PE
zhowell@shive-hattery.com

AGREEMENT ACCEPTED AND SERVICES AUTHORIZED TO PROCEED
CLIENT: City of East Moline, IL
BY:

TITLE:
(signature)

PRINTED NAME:
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